
                     The INTREPID part in developing OMEGA & NAVSAT Navigation. 

 

    by Byron Franklin QMCM (SS) 

 

The Intrepid was a good ship to evaluate the new electronic equipment. The large 

navigation department enabled the evaluation of two new systems, which were 

completing for resources and money The Omega and the NAVSAT Systems. We had 

them installed in early 1971. 

 

I remember coming out of our home port at Quonset RI. The Omega was very consistent 

in a plot that ran down Gould Island a half mile to the east of the ships plot. OMEGA’s 

continuous fix was comforting compared to other navigation fixes that you would have to 

get, one at a time. 

 

 I was hoping for a NAVSAT  fix to compare, visual, radar OMEGA and NAVSAT. 

 

 I at that time favored the OMEGA, because of the ease and continuous  fix. Once we got 

clear and in deep water we had better than I expected, Omega running continuous and 

evaluated as good fixes. 

 

(I was used to navigation with electronic equipment. My last ship was the Nuclear 

submarine SSBN 602 Abraham Lincoln. Her underwater navigation was all electronics, 

including inertial.) 

 

While on the Intrepid I communicated regularly with Mr. Brown, the head of Navigation 

at the Hydrographic Center. I sent piecemeal information that I had collected on OMEGA 

and NAVSAT to Mr. Brown. 

 

After some time my thoughts were changed about Omega, because of problems and 

errors that were easy to detect. 

 

I didn’t favor NAVSAT at first because of the infrequent NAVSAT fixes, my evaluation 

comparing NAVSAT and OMEGA changed my mind. I started collecting OMEGA data 

to find the problem. Other ships using OMEGA also were complaining about fix 

reliability, especially in the Mediterranean Sea. 

 

I found a great flaw in the use of the only available three stations that we had to use, 

stations A-B-D. I found that we would get three point intersections, (that is considered an 

indication of a excellent fix)  not near celestial, visible, radar fixes or Dead Reckoning. I 

concluded that the A/D and B/D both moved up north at equal distance allowing three 

point fixes when the ship is not near this OMEGA fix intersection. 

 

I wrote an evaluation. Some of it had already been sent to Mr. Brown, at the HO. 

 

I gave the write-up and supporting papers to the Navigator, he recognized the important 

and added to it, then to Captain, he sent it out to all Commanders. 



 

I believe that this gave the NAVSAT a head start over OMEGA. 

 

The following is the final report from the Intrepid without the Enclosures. 




















